
Cryptography during the two world wars, and wrap-up of classical
ciphers.
Math 4440/5440.



First World War German Cipher: ADFGVX Cipher

A D F G V X

A c o 8 x f 4
D m k 3 a z 9
F n w 1 0 j d
G 5 s i y h u
V p l v b 6 r
X e q 7 t 2 g

3 4 2 1

D G X G
X G D G
A A D D
D G X G
F X D G
F D F A

Plaintext: ATTACK AT DAWN

Step 1: DG XG XG DG AA DD DG XG FX DG FD FA

Ciphertext: GGDGGAXDDXDFDXADFFGGAGXD



Comments

A D F G V X

A c o 8 x f 4
D m k 3 a z 9
F n w 1 0 j d
G 5 s i y h u
V p l v b 6 r
X e q 7 t 2 g

3 4 2 1

D G X G
X G D G
A A D D
D G X G
F X D G
F D F A

1. The thing on the left is a Polybius square; dates back to
ancient greece.

2. It’s purpose was coding theory: reduce the number of symbols
in the alphabet from 26 to 5.

3. Long-distance signalling (e.g. holding up 1-5 firey torches)
was less prone to error with a smaller alphabet.

4. Message length increases but error rate decreases.



Some clues to cryptanalysis (French broke it)

A D F G V X

A c o 8 x f 4
D m k 3 a z 9
F n w 1 0 j d
G 5 s i y h u
V p l v b 6 r
X e q 7 t 2 g

3 4 2 1

D G X G
X G D G
A A D D
D G X G
F X D G
F D F A

1. Because the keylength (3421) is even here, the letters in one
column are either all column headers or all row headers.

2. Column header D has a different frequency than row header D.

3. Use frequency analysis to identify the likely columns.

4. Pair columns (e.g. put 3 next to 4) and do frequency analysis
on the digraphs (DG, XG etc.) to see if the pairing is correct.



Second World War

Wartime Enigma Machine
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ring

reflector

plugboard

positions

5 · 4 · 3 · 263 · 24!/(12!212) · 26!/(10!6!210) · 263 ' 150 undecillion
789 decillion 931 nonillion 331 octillion 314 septillion 839 sextillion

42 quintillion 76 quadrillion 184 trillion 530 billion 944 million
' 1038 keys
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Second World War

A random permutation of the alphabet:

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H
I

J

K

L M

N
O

P

Q

R

S

T U

V

W

X

Y

Z

Cycle structure: 6-2-2-3-4-7-2
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Second World War

An enigma permutation of the alphabet:
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Don’t use just one daily key!

1. If you use the same daily key on all messages that day, then
one could try frequency analysis on all the first characters of
all the messages. Then frequency analysis on all second
characters, etc.

2. So, choose a random message key (rotor start positions, e.g.
BLA) and send that using the daily key.

3. Then send the message in the message key.

4. BUT: radio is noisy, so send it twice (send BLABLA encrypted
with daily key).



Cryptanalysis of Enigma
Message key: BLA
Encrypted message key (using daily key):

B L A B L A

A G Q W T E

σ1 σ2 σ3 σ4 σ5 σ6

Learned information about σ4 ◦ σ1:

A→W

1. Collect these bits of info to discern cycle structure of σ4 ◦ σ1.
2. This depends only on daily key rotor positions (not

plugboard).
3. Use a lookup table to determine rotor positions!
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Cryptanalysis of Enigma

Bletchley Park Bombe replica (Antoine Taveneaux)



Classical cryptography terminology

Substitution cipher. A cipher that acts on letters of the plaintext
one-by-one according to a permutation of the alphabet.

Examples:

1. Caesar cipher

2. Affine cipher

3. Newspaper Cryptogram puzzles



Classical cryptography terminology

Transposition cipher. A cipher that acts on the plaintext by
reordering its letters.

Examples:

1. Second half of ADFGXV cipher

2. RailFence Cipher



Classical cryptography terminology

Fractionating cipher. A cipher that replaces each plaintext
character with several ciphertext characters.

Examples:

1. Polybius square (first half of ADFGXV cipher)



Classical cryptography terminology

Polyalphabetic cipher. A substitution cipher that uses a changing
substitution key for each character.

Examples:

1. Vigenere cipher.

2. Enigma machine.



Classical cryptography terminology

Block cipher. A cipher that encrypts block-by-block instead of
character-by-character.

Examples:

1. Hill cipher.



Classical cryptography terminology

Diffusion. A property of a cipher, namely that changing one
character of plaintext results in many characters of ciphertext
changing, and vice versa.

The idea: Prevents frequency analysis, because statistics of the
plaintext ”diffuse” to statistics of the ciphertext.

Examples:

1. Block ciphers satisfy diffusion (more if bigger blocks).

2. Vigenere cipher does not satisfy diffusion.



Classical cryptography terminology

Confusion. A property of a cipher, namely that changing they key
only slightly will result in the ciphertext changing a lot.

The idea: Prevents cryptanalysing the key one piece at a time,
since each character of ciphertext depends on many parts of the
key.

Examples:

1. Enigma has a fair bit of confusion. (A different rotor position
on one rotor for example will change everything.)

2. Vigenere cipher does not satisfy confusion. (Each ciphertext
character depends on only one character of the key.)



Advent of Computers: DES (Data Encryption Standard)

14 4 13 1 2 15 11 8 3 10 6 12 5 9 0 7
0 15 7 4 14 2 13 1 10 6 12 11 9 5 3 8
4 1 14 8 13 6 2 11 15 12 9 7 3 10 5 0

15 12 8 2 4 9 1 7 5 11 3 14 10 0 6 13



Important points about DES (Data Encryption Standard)

1. Block cipher

2. Runs on binary bits (natural for a computer)

3. Components: permuting digits, expansion, XOR, S-boxes
I Very classical cipher ideas
I Very efficient to implement on computers

4. Reversible (if you use keys in opposite order, decryption is the same process
as encryption)

5. Cryptanalysis: Exhaustive search, differential cryptanalysis, linear
cryptanalysis

6. Symmetric-key cryptography; used in tandem with public-key cryptography
I send a DES key with public key cryptography then use DES

7. Used 1975-2000
I in 1999: broken in 22 hours, 15 minutes (distributed)
I now you can buy a fancy computer and do it in 15 days

8. AES/Rijndael replaced it; similar block cipher, bigger and better.
I Triple DES is an alternative where you do DES three times.

9. Carefully designed to maximize diffusion, avoid differential cryptanalysis
(NSA controversy) etc.

10. Mathematically speaking, the culmination of classical cryptography and the
beginning of modern academic cryptography.
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